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Africa
Altered States, Ordinary Miracles
PublicAﬀairs After a lifetime's close observation of the continent, one of the world's ﬁnest Africa correspondents has penned a
landmark book on life and death in modern Africa. It takes a guide as observant, experienced, and patient as Richard Dowden to
reveal its truths. Dowden combines a novelist's gift for atmosphere with the scholar's grasp of historical change as he spins tales of
cults and commerce in Senegal and traditional spirituality in Sierra Leone; analyzes the impact of oil and the internet on Nigeria and
aid on Sudan; and examines what has gone so badly wrong in Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Burundi, and the Congo. Dowden's master work is
an attempt to explain why Africa is the way it is, and enables its readers to see and understand this miraculous continent as a place of
inspiration and tremendous humanity.

Africa
Altered States, Ordinary Miracles
Granta Books A revised and updated edition of the landmark book about the miraculous continent by the ﬁnest living Africa
correspondent. Every time you try to say 'Africa is...' the words crumble and break. From every generalisation you must exclude at
least ﬁve countries. And just as you think you've nailed down a certainty, you ﬁnd the opposite is also true. Africa is full of surprises.
For the past three decades, Richard Dowden has travelled this vast and varied continent, listening, learning, and constantly reevaluating all he thinks he knows. Country by country, he has sought out the local and the personal, the incidents, actions, and
characters to tell a story of modern sub-Saharan Africa - an area aﬀected by poverty, disease and war, but also a place of
breathtaking beauty, generosity and possibility. The result is a landmark book, compelling, illuminating, and always surprising. This
revised edition has an additional chapter on Ethiopia and has been updated throughout to reﬂect changes such as the death of
Mandela and the attack on the Westgate Mall in Nairobi. It also includes two new maps and a new ﬁnal chapter considering the shape
of Africa's future.

Africa
Altered States, Ordinary Miracles
Africa
Catastrophe
What Went Wrong in Zimbabwe?
Bloomsbury Publishing No one in 1980 could have guessed that Zimbabwe would become a failed state on such a monumental and
tragic scale. In this incisive and revealing book, Richard Bourne shows how a country which had every prospect of success when it
achieved a delayed independence in 1980 became a brutal police state with hyperinﬂation, collapsing life expectancy and
abandonment by a third of its citizens less than thirty years later. Beginning with the British conquest of Zimbabwe and covering
events up to the present precarious political situation, this is the most comprehensive, up-to-date and readable account of the
ongoing crisis. Bourne shows that Zimbabwe's tragedy is not just about Mugabe's 'evil' but about history, Africa today and the world's
attitudes towards them.
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Africa and the War on Drugs
Zed Books Ltd. Nigerian drug lords in UK prisons, khat-chewing Somali pirates hijacking Western ships, crystal meth-smoking gangs
controlling South Africa's streets, and narco-traﬃckers corrupting the state in Guinea-Bissau: these are some of the vivid images
surrounding drugs in Africa which have alarmed policymakers, academics and the general public in recent years. In this revealing and
original book, the authors weave these aspects into a provocative argument about Africa's role in the global trade and control of
drugs. In doing so, they show how foreign-inspired policies have failed to help African drug users but have strengthened the role of
corrupt and brutal law enforcement oﬃcers, who are tasked with halting the export of heroin and cocaine to European and American
consumer markets. A vital book on an overlooked front of the so-called war on drugs.

Land, Investment, and Migration
Thirty-ﬁve Years of Village Life in Mali
Oxford University Press How do people survive and thrive in the uncertain and risk-prone Sahel? Land, Investment, and Migration
seeks to answer this question through a long-term study of the people of Dlonguébougou in Central Mali. It uses a combination of
infographics, satellite images, interviews, and survey data to present the strategies and fortunes of individuals and their families in
this region over 35 years. In the early 1980s Camilla Toulmin spent two years in Dlonguébougou. She has since revisited to explore
how climate change, population growth, new technologies, and land-grabs have been aﬀecting the livelihoods and prospects of local
people since. Land, Investment, and Migration: Thirty-ﬁve Years of Village Life in Mali brings together her ﬁndings. A trebling in
population, unpredictable rainfall, and the arrival of Chinese investment have forced people into new ways of making ends meet and
building up wealth - some doing much better than others. This book presents the search for new cash incomes, the shift of people
from village to town, and the erosion of collective solidarity at household and village levels. Land, Investment, and Migration presents
a mixed picture of a changing society. It shows the vibrancy of the village economy, rapid uptake of mobile phones and solar panels,
and increased migration. It also shows the persistence of large family structures which oﬀer some protection from the risks that many
villagers face.

Youth and Revolution in Tunisia
Zed Books Ltd. The uprising in Tunisia has come to be seen as the ﬁrst true revolution of the twenty-ﬁrst century, one that kickstarted the series of upheavals across the region now known as the Arab Spring. In this remarkable work, Alcinda Honwana goes
beyond superﬁcial accounts of what occurred to explore the deﬁning role of the country's youth, and in particular the cyber activist.
Drawing on fresh testimony from those who shaped events, the book describes in detail the experiences of young activists through
the 29 days of the revolution and the challenges they encountered after the fall of the regime and the dismantling of the ruling party.
Now, as old and newly established political forces are moving into the political void created by Ben Ali's departure, tensions between
the older and younger generations are sharpening. An essential account of an event that has inspired the world, and its potential
repercussions for the Middle East, Africa and beyond.

Struggles for Citizenship in Africa
Zed Books Ltd. Hundreds of thousands of people living in Africa ﬁnd themselves non-persons in the only state they have ever known.
Because they are not recognised as citizens, they cannot get their children registered at birth or entered in school or university; they
cannot access state health services; they cannot obtain travel documents, or employment without a work permit; and if they leave the
country they may not be able to return. Most of all, they cannot vote, stand for oﬃce, or work for state institutions. Ultimately such
policies can lead to economic and political disaster, or even war. The conﬂicts in both Côte d'Ivoire and the Democratic Republic of
Congo have had at their hearts the very right of one part of the national population to share with others on equal terms the rights and
duties of citizenship. This book brings together new material from across Africa of the most egregious examples of citizenship
discrimination, and makes the case for urgent reform of the law.

Heterosexual Africa?
The History of an Idea from the Age of Exploration to the
Age of AIDS
Ohio University Press Heterosexual Africa? The History of an Idea from the Age of Exploration to the Age of AIDS builds from Marc
Epprecht’s previous book, Hungochani (which focuses explicitly on same-sex desire in southern Africa), to explore the historical
processes by which a singular, heterosexual identity for Africa was constructed—by anthropologists, ethnopsychologists, colonial
oﬃcials, African elites, and most recently, health care workers seeking to address the HIV/AIDS pandemic. This is an eloquently
written, accessible book, based on a rich and diverse range of sources, that will ﬁnd enthusiastic audiences in classrooms and in the
general public. Epprecht argues that Africans, just like people all over the world, have always had a range of sexualities and sexual
identities. Over the course of the last two centuries, however, African societies south of the Sahara have come to be viewed as
singularly heterosexual. Epprecht carefully traces the many routes by which this singularity, this heteronormativity, became a
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dominant culture. In telling a fascinating story that will surely generate lively debate, Epprecht makes his project speak to a range of
literatures—queer theory, the new imperial history, African social history, queer and women’s studies, and biomedical literature on the
HIV/AIDS pandemic. He does this with a light enough hand that his story is not bogged down by endless references to particular
debates. Heterosexual Africa? aims to understand an enduring stereotype about Africa and Africans. It asks how Africa came to be
deﬁned as a “homosexual-free zone” during the colonial era, and how this idea not only survived the transition to independence but
ﬂourished under conditions of globalization and early panicky responses to HIV/AIDS.

Saviors and Survivors
Darfur, Politics, and the War on Terror
Crown From the author of Good Muslim, Bad Muslim comes an important book, unlike any other, that looks at the crisis in Darfur
within the context of the history of Sudan and examines the world’s response to that crisis. In Saviors and Survivors, Mahmood
Mamdani explains how the conﬂict in Darfur began as a civil war (1987—89) between nomadic and peasant tribes over fertile land in
the south, triggered by a severe drought that had expanded the Sahara Desert by more than sixty miles in forty years; how British
colonial oﬃcials had artiﬁcially tribalized Darfur, dividing its population into “native” and “settler” tribes and creating homelands for
the former at the expense of the latter; how the war intensiﬁed in the 1990s when the Sudanese government tried unsuccessfully to
address the problem by creating homelands for tribes without any. The involvement of opposition parties gave rise in 2003 to two
rebel movements, leading to a brutal insurgency and a horriﬁc counterinsurgency–but not to genocide, as the West has declared.
Mamdani also explains how the Cold War exacerbated the twenty-year civil war in neighboring Chad, creating a confrontation between
Libya’s Muammar al-Qaddaﬁ (with Soviet support) and the Reagan administration (allied with France and Israel) that spilled over into
Darfur and militarized the ﬁghting. By 2003, the war involved national, regional, and global forces, including the powerful Western
lobby, who now saw it as part of the War on Terror and called for a military invasion dressed up as “humanitarian intervention.”
Incisive and authoritative, Saviors and Survivors will radically alter our understanding of the crisis in Darfur.

My Nigeria
Five Decades of Independence
St. Martin's Press His nineteenth-century cousin, paddled ashore by slaves, twisted the arms of tribal chiefs to sign away their
territorial rights in the oil-rich Niger Delta. Sixty years later, his grandfather helped craft Nigeria's constitution and negotiate its
independence, the ﬁrst of its kind in Africa. Four decades later, Peter Cunliﬀe-Jones arrived as a journalist in the capital, Lagos, just as
military rule ended, to face the country his family had a hand in shaping.Part family memoir, part history, My Nigeria is a piercing look
at the colonial legacy of an emerging power in Africa. Marshalling his deep knowledge of the nation's economic, political, and historic
forces, Cunliﬀe-Jones surveys its colonial past and explains why British rule led to collapse at independence. He also takes an
unﬂinching look at the complicated country today, from email hoaxes and political corruption to the vast natural resources that make
it one of the most powerful African nations; from life in Lagos's virtually unknown and exclusive neighborhoods to the violent conﬂicts
between the numerous tribes that make up this populous African nation. As Nigeria celebrates ﬁve decades of independence, this is a
timely and personal look at a captivating country that has yet to achieve its great potential.

S Is for Samora
A Lexical Biography of Samora Machel and the
Mozambican Dream
In 1974, Samora Machel led FRELIMO, the Mozambican Liberation Front, to victory over the Portuguese colonial government. The
following year, he became the ﬁrst president of an independent Mozambique. Eleven years later, he was killed in a mysterious plane
crash, and many have blamed his death on machinations by the South African government. Drawing on stories, speeches, documents,
and the memories of those who knew Machel well, this biography captures the many facets of a man Nelson Mandela has called "a
true African revolutionary." Machel was trained as a nurse, yet later became a consummate military strategist. He was a farmer's son,
yet possessed the diplomatic skills necessary to negotiate a relationship with China and the Soviet Union while winning over Western
leaders like Margaret Thatcher. Machel was a man of the people who at the same time found himself utterly alone. A dedicated seeker
of peace, he nevertheless never saw anything but war. This volume takes stock of the discourse of equality, liberty, and comradeship
that motivated the liberation struggles of Machel's people and other southern African communities in the 1960s and 1970s, all in the
face of a dominant Cold War rhetoric. It meditates on the diﬀerent languages through which the Mozambican dream was articulated,
including the linguistic currencies of anti-colonialism, anti-racism, and Marxism-Leninism, while exploring the gaps between then and
now, between Mozambicans and Western idealists who wanted to be part of Machel's new society, and between Mozambicans
themselves.
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Africa's Odious Debts
How Foreign Loans and Capital Flight Bled a Continent
Zed Books Ltd. In Africa's Odious Debts, Boyce and Ndikumana reveal the shocking fact that, contrary to the popular perception of
Africa being a drain on the ﬁnancial resources of the West, the continent is actually a net creditor to the rest of the world. The extent
of capital ﬂight from sub-Saharan Africa is remarkable: more than $700 billion in the past four decades. But Africa’s foreign assets
remain private and hidden, while its foreign debts are public, owed by the people of Africa through their governments. Léonce
Ndikumana and James K. Boyce reveal the intimate links between foreign loans and capital ﬂight. Of the money borrowed by African
governments in recent decades, more than half departed in the same year, with a signiﬁcant portion of it winding up in private
accounts at the very banks that provided the loans in the ﬁrst place. Meanwhile, debt-service payments continue to drain scarce
resources from Africa, cutting into funds available for public health and other needs. Controversially, the authors argue that African
governments should repudiate these ‘odious debts’ from which their people derived no beneﬁt, and that the international community
should assist in this eﬀort. A vital book for anyone interested in Africa, its future and its relationship with the West.

Israel in Africa
Security, Migration, Interstate Politics
Zed Books Ltd. Amidst the turmoil of the Middle East, few have noticed the extent to which Israel has slowly but surely been building
alliances on the African continent. Facing a growing international backlash, Israel has had to look beyond its traditional Western allies
for support, and many African governments in turn have been happy to receive Israeli political support, security assistance,
investments and technology. But what do these relationships mean for Africa, and for wider geopolitics? With an examination of
Africa’s authoritarian development politics, the rise of Born-Again Christianity and of Israel’s thriving high-tech and arms industries,
from the Israeli-Palestinian conﬂict to the migration of Africans to Israel and back again, Gidron provides a comprehensive analysis of
the various forces and actors shaping Israel’s controversial relationships with countries on the continent. In particular, the book
demonstrates that Israel’s interest in Africa forms part of a wider diplomatic eﬀort, aimed at blocking Palestine’s pursuit of
international recognition. Though the scale of Israeli-African engagements has been little appreciated until now, the book reveals how
contemporary African and Middle Eastern politics and societies interact and impact each other in profound ways.

Dead Aid
Why Aid Is Not Working and How There Is a Better Way
for Africa
Macmillan Describes the state of postwar development policy in Africa that has channeled billions of dollars in aid but failed to either
reduce poverty or increase growth, oﬀering a hopeful vision of how to address the problem.

Dancing in the Glory of Monsters
The Collapse of the Congo and the Great War of Africa
PublicAﬀairs A "tremendous," "intrepid" history of the devastating war in the heart of Africa's Congo, with ﬁrst-hand accounts of the
continent's worst conﬂict in modern times. At the heart of Africa is the Congo, a country the size of Western Europe, bordering nine
other nations, that since 1996 has been wracked by a brutal war in which millions have died. In Dancing in the Glory of Monsters,
renowned political activist and researcher Jason K. Stearns has written a compelling and deeply-reported narrative of how Congo
became a failed state that collapsed into a war of retaliatory massacres. Stearns brilliantly describes the key perpetrators, many of
whom he met personally, and highlights the nature of the political system that brought these people to power, as well as the moral
decisions with which the war confronted them. Now updated with a new introduction, Dancing in the Glory of Monsters tells the full
story of Africa's Great War.

The Mayor of Mogadishu
A Story of Chaos and Redemption in The Ruins of
Somalia
Oxford University Press The Mayor of Mogadishu tells the story of one family's epic journey through Somalia's turmoil, from the
optimism of independence to its spectacular unravelling. Mohamud 'Tarzan' Nur was born a nomad, and became an orphan, then a
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street brawler in the cosmopolitan port city of Mogadishu - a place famous for its cafes and open-air cinemas. When Somalia collapsed
into civil war, Tarzan and his young family joined the exodus from Mogadishu, eventually spending twenty years in North London. But
in 2010 Tarzan returned to the unrecognisable ruins of a city largely controlled by the Islamist militants of Al-Shabaab. For some, the
new Mayor was a galvanising symbol of deﬁance. But others branded him a thug, mired in the corruption and clan rivalries that
continue to threaten Somalia's revival. The Mayor of Mogadishu is an uplifting story of survival, and a compelling examination of what
it means to lose a country and then to reclaim it.

A Rainbow in the Night
The Tumultuous Birth of South Africa
Da Capo Press In 1652 a small group of Dutch farmers landed on the southernmost tip of Africa. Sent by the powerful Dutch India
Company, their mission was simply to grow vegetables and supply ships rounding the cape. The colonists, however, were convinced
by their strict Calvinist faith that they were among God's “Elect,” chosen to rule over the continent. Their saga—bloody, ferocious, and
fervent—would culminate three centuries later in one of the greatest tragedies of history: the establishment of a racist regime in
which a white minority would subjugate and victimize millions of blacks. Called apartheid, it was a poisonous system that would only
end with the liberation from prison of one of the moral giants of our time, Nelson Mandela. A Rainbow in the Night is Dominique
Lapierre's epic account of South Africa's tragic history and the heroic men and women—famous and obscure, white and black,
European and African—who have, with their blood and tears, brought to life the country that is today known as the Rainbow Nation.

Chocolate Nations
Living and Dying for Cocoa in West Africa
Zed Books FROM BEAN TO BAR - WHERE DOES YOUR CHOCOLATE COME FROM? Chocolate - the very word conjures up a hint of the
forbidden and a taste of the decadent. Yet the story behind the chocolate bar is rarely one of luxury... From the thousands of children
who work on plantations to the smallholders who harvest the beans, Chocolate Nations reveals the hard economic realities of our
favorite sweet. This vivid and gripping exploration of the reasons behind farmer poverty includes the human stories of the producers
and traders at the heart of the West African industry. Orla Ryan shows that only a tiny fraction of the cash we pay for a chocolate bar
actually makes it back to the farmers, and sheds light on what Fair Trade really means on the ground. Provocative and eye-opening,
Chocolate Nations exposes the true story of how the treat we love makes it on to our supermarket shelves.

Pentecostal Republic
Religion and the Struggle for State Power in Nigeria
Zed Books Ltd. Throughout its history, Nigeria has been plagued by religious divisions. Tensions have only intensiﬁed since the
restoration of democracy in 1999, with the divide between Christian south and Muslim north playing a central role in the country’s
electoral politics, as well as manifesting itself in the religious warfare waged by Boko Haram. Through the lens of Christian–Muslim
struggles for supremacy, Ebenezer Obadare charts the turbulent course of democracy in the Nigerian Fourth Republic, exploring the
key role religion has played in ordering society. He argues the rise of Pentecostalism is a force focused on appropriating state power,
transforming the dynamics of the country and acting to demobilize civil society, further providing a trigger for Muslim revivalism.
Covering events of recent decades to the election of Buhari, Pentecostal Republic shows that religio-political contestations have
become integral to Nigeria’s democratic process, and are fundamental to understanding its future.

First Kill Your Family
Child Soldiers of Uganda and the Lord's Resistance Army
Chicago Review Press &“Richard Opio has neither the look of a cold-blooded killer nor the heart of one. Yet as his mother and father
lay on the ground with their hands tied, Richard used the blunt end of an ax to crush their skulls. He was ordered to do this by a unit
commander of the Lord's Resistance Army, a rebel group that has terrorized northern Uganda for twenty years. The memory racks
Richard's slender body as he wipes away tears.&” For more than twenty years, beginning in the mid-1980s, the Lord's Resistance
Army has ravaged northern Uganda. Tens of thousands have been slaughtered, and thousands more mutilated and traumatized. At
least 1.5 million people have been driven from a pastoral existence into the squalor of refugee camps. The leader of the rebel army is
the rarely seen Joseph Kony, a former witchdoctor and self-professed spirit medium who continues to evade justice and wield power
from somewhere near the Congo~Sudan border. Kony claims he not only can predict the future but also can control the minds of his
ﬁghters. And control them he does: the Lord's Resistance Army consists of children who are abducted from their homes under cover of
night. As initiation, the boys are forced to commit atrocities—murdering their parents, friends, and relatives—and the kidnapped girls
are forced into lives of sexual slavery and labor. In First Kill Your Family, veteran journalist Peter Eichstaedt goes into the war-torn
villages and refugee camps, talking to former child soldiers, child &“brides,&” and other victims. He examines the cultlike convictions
of the army; how a pervasive belief in witchcraft, the spirit world, and the supernatural gave rise to this and other deadly movements;
and what the global community can do to bring peace and justice to the region. This insightful analysis delves into the war's
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foundations and argues that, much like Rwanda's genocide, international intervention is needed to stop Africa's virulent cycle of
violence.

Taxing Africa
Coercion, Reform and Development
Zed Books Ltd. Taxation has been seen as the domain of charisma-free accountants, lawyers and number crunchers – an unlikely
place to encounter big societal questions about democracy, equity or good governance. Yet it is exactly these issues that pervade
conversations about taxation among policymakers, tax collectors, civil society activists, journalists and foreign aid donors in Africa
today. Tax has become viewed as central to African development. Written by leading international experts, Taxing Africa oﬀers a
cutting-edge analysis on all aspects of the continent’s tax regime, displaying the crucial role such arrangements have on attempts to
create social justice and push economic advancement. From tax evasion by multinational corporations and African elites to how
ordinary people navigate complex webs of ‘informal’ local taxation, the book examines the potential for reform, and how space might
be created for enabling locally-led strategies.

Ebola
How a People's Science Helped End an Epidemic
Bloomsbury Publishing Shortlisted for the Fage and Oliver Prize 2018 From December 2013, the largest Ebola outbreak in history
swept across West Africa, claiming thousands of lives in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea. By the middle of 2014, the international
community was gripped by hysteria. Experts grimly predicted that millions would be infected within months, and a huge international
control eﬀort was mounted to contain the virus. Yet paradoxically, by this point the disease was already going into decline in Africa
itself. So why did outside observers get it so wrong? Paul Richards draws on his extensive ﬁrst-hand experience in Sierra Leone to
argue that the international community's panicky response failed to take account of local expertise and common sense. Crucially,
Richards shows that the humanitarian response to the disease was most eﬀective in those areas where it supported these initiatives
and that it hampered recovery when it ignored or disregarded local knowledge.

Of Africa
Yale University Press A member of the unique generation of African writers and intellectuals who came of age in the last days of
colonialism, Wole Soyinka has witnessed the promise of independence and lived through postcolonial failure. He deeply comprehends
the pressing problems of Africa, and, an irrepressible essayist and a staunch critic of the oppressive boot, he unhesitatingly speaks
out.In this magniﬁcent new work, Soyinka oﬀers a wide-ranging inquiry into Africa's culture, religion, history, imagination, and identity.
He seeks to understand how the continent's history is entwined with the histories of others, while exploring Africa's truest assets: "its
humanity, the quality and valuation of its own existence, and modes of managing its environment—both physical and intangible
(which includes the spiritual)."Fully grasping the extent of Africa's most challenging issues, Soyinka nevertheless refuses defeatism.
With eloquence he analyzes problems ranging from the meaning of the past to the threat of theocracy. He asks hard questions about
racial attitudes, inter-ethnic and religious violence, the viability of nations whose boundaries were laid out by outsiders, African
identity on the continent and among displaced Africans, and more. Soyinka's exploration of Africa relocates the continent in the
reader's imagination and maps a course toward an African future of peace and aﬃrmation.

The Last Hunger Season
A Year in an African Farm Community on the Brink of
Change
PublicAﬀairs At 4:00 am, Leonida Wanyama lit a lantern in her house made of sticks and mud. She was up long before the sun to
begin her farm work, as usual. But this would be no ordinary day, this second Friday of the new year. This was the day Leonida and a
group of smallholder farmers in western Kenya would begin their exodus, as she said, “from misery to Canaan,” the land of milk and
honey.Africa’s smallholder farmers, most of whom are women, know misery. They toil in a time warp, living and working essentially as
their forebears did a century ago. With tired seeds, meager soil nutrition, primitive storage facilities, wretched roads, and no capital or
credit, they harvest less than one-quarter the yields of Western farmers. The romantic ideal of African farmers––rural villagers in touch
with nature, tending bucolic ﬁelds––is in reality a horror scene of malnourished children, backbreaking manual work, and profound
hopelessness. Growing food is their driving preoccupation, and still they don’t have enough to feed their families throughout the year.
The wanjala––the annual hunger season that can stretch from one month to as many as eight or nine––abides.But in January 2011,
Leonida and her neighbors came together and took the enormous risk of trying to change their lives. Award-winning author and world
hunger activist Roger Thurow spent a year with four of them––Leonida Wanyama, Rasoa Wasike, Francis Mamati, and Zipporah
Biketi––to intimately chronicle their eﬀorts. In The Last Hunger Season, he illuminates the profound challenges these farmers and their
families face, and follows them through the seasons to see whether, with a little bit of help from a new social enterprise organization
called One Acre Fund, they might transcend lives of dire poverty and hunger.The daily dramas of the farmers’ lives unfold against the
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backdrop of a looming global challenge: to feed a growing population, world food production must nearly double by 2050. If these
farmers succeed, so might we all.

The Devil Came on Horseback
Bearing Witness to the Genocide in Darfur
PublicAﬀairs Former United States Marine Brian Steidle served for six months in Darfur as an unarmed military observer for the
African Union. There he witnessed ﬁrst-hand the ongoing genocide, and documented every day of his experience using email, audio
journals, notebook after notebook and nearly 1,000 photographs. Gretchen Steidle Wallace, his sister, who wrote this book with Brian,
corresponded with him throughout his time in Darfur. Fired upon, taken hostage, a witness to villages destroyed and people killed,
frustrated by his mission's limitations and the international community's reluctance to intervene, Steidle resigned and has since
become an advocate for the world to step in and stop this genocide. The Devil Came on Horseback depicts the tragic impact of an
Arab government bent on destroying its black African citizens, the maddening complexity of international inaction in response to
blatant genocide, and the awkward, yet heroic transformation of a formerMarine turned humanitarian. It is a gripping and moving
memoir that bears witness to atrocities we have too long averted our eyes from, and reveals that the actions of just one committed
person have the power to change the world.

State of Rebellion
Violence and Intervention in the Central African Republic
Zed Books Ltd. Shortlisted for the Fage and Oliver Prize 2018 In 2013, the Central African Republic was engulfed by violence. In the
face of the rapid spread of the conﬂict, journalists, politicians, and academics alike have struggled to account for its origins. In this
ﬁrst comprehensive account of the country’s recent upheaval, Louisa Lombard shows the limits of the superﬁcial explanations oﬀered
thus far – that the violence has been due to a religious divide, or politicians’ manipulations, or proﬁteering. Instead, she shows that
conﬂict has long been useful to Central African politics, a tendency that has been exacerbated by the international community’s
method of engagement with so-called fragile states. Furthermore, changing this state of aﬀairs will require rethinking the relationships
of all those present – rebel groups and politicians, as well as international interveners and diplomats. An urgent insight into this littleunderstood country and the problems with peacebuilding more broadly.

Digital Democracy, Analogue Politics
How the Internet Era is Transforming Politics in Kenya
Bloomsbury Publishing From the upheavals of recent national elections to the success of the #MyDressMyChoice feminist
movement, digital platforms have already had a dramatic impact on political life in Kenya – one of the most electronically advanced
countries in Africa. While the impact of the Digital Age on Western politics has been extensively debated, there is still little
appreciation of how it has been felt in developing countries such as Kenya, where Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp and other online
platforms are increasingly a part of everyday life. Written by a respected Kenyan activist and researcher at the forefront of political
online struggles, this book presents a unique contribution to the debate on digital democracy. For traditionally marginalised groups,
particularly women and people with disabilities, digital spaces have allowed Kenyans to build new communities which transcend old
ethnic and gender divisions. But the picture is far from wholly positive. Digital Democracy, Analogue Politics explores the drastic
eﬀorts being made by elites to contain online activism, as well as how 'fake news', a failed digital vote-counting system and the
incumbent president's recruitment of Cambridge Analytica contributed to tensions around the 2017 elections. Reframing digital
democracy from the African perspective, Nyabola's ground-breaking work opens up new ways of understanding our current global
online era.

A Troublesome Inheritance
Genes, Race and Human History
Penguin Drawing on startling new evidence from the mapping of the genome, an explosive new account of the genetic basis of race
and its role in the human story Fewer ideas have been more toxic or harmful than the idea of the biological reality of race, and with it
the idea that humans of diﬀerent races are biologically diﬀerent from one another. For this understandable reason, the idea has been
banished from polite academic conversation. Arguing that race is more than just a social construct can get a scholar run out of town,
or at least oﬀ campus, on a rail. Human evolution, the consensus view insists, ended in prehistory. Inconveniently, as Nicholas Wade
argues in A Troublesome Inheritance, the consensus view cannot be right. And in fact, we know that populations have changed in the
past few thousand years—to be lactose tolerant, for example, and to survive at high altitudes. Race is not a bright-line distinction; by
deﬁnition it means that the more human populations are kept apart, the more they evolve their own distinct traits under the selective
pressure known as Darwinian evolution. For many thousands of years, most human populations stayed where they were and grew
distinct, not just in outward appearance but in deeper senses as well. Wade, the longtime journalist covering genetic advances for The
New York Times, draws widely on the work of scientists who have made crucial breakthroughs in establishing the reality of recent
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human evolution. The most provocative claims in this book involve the genetic basis of human social habits. What we might call
middle-class social traits—thrift, docility, nonviolence—have been slowly but surely inculcated genetically within agrarian societies,
Wade argues. These “values” obviously had a strong cultural component, but Wade points to evidence that agrarian societies evolved
away from hunter-gatherer societies in some crucial respects. Also controversial are his ﬁndings regarding the genetic basis of traits
we associate with intelligence, such as literacy and numeracy, in certain ethnic populations, including the Chinese and Ashkenazi
Jews. Wade believes deeply in the fundamental equality of all human peoples. He also believes that science is best served by pursuing
the truth without fear, and if his mission to arrive at a coherent summa of what the new genetic science does and does not tell us
about race and human history leads straight into a mineﬁeld, then so be it. This will not be the last word on the subject, but it will
begin a powerful and overdue conversation.

Evil Days
Thirty Years of War and Famine in Ethiopia
Human Rights Watch For the past thirty years-under both Emperor Haile Selassie and President Mengistu Haile Mariam-Ethiopia
suﬀered continuous war and intermittent famine until every single province has been aﬀected by war to some degree. Evil Days,
documents the wide range of violations of basic human rights committed by all sides in the conﬂict, especially the Mengistu
government's direct responsibility for the deaths of at least half a million Ethiopian civilians.

Laws and Societies in Global Contexts
Contemporary Approaches
Cambridge University Press Promotes a global socio-legal perspective that engages with multiple laws and societies and diverse
socio-legal systems based on diﬀerent historical and cultural traditions.

The Monfort Plan
The New Architecture of Capitalism
John Wiley & Sons The Monfort Plan is a ﬁve-year, forward looking plan to eradicate extreme poverty from the developing world, and
details how microﬁnance has made a diﬀerence to developing countries. This book proposes a new institution based in the developing
world with the potential to provide a basic, free, and universal service in the areas of water, sanitation, healthcare, and education to
the extreme poor worldwide. The provision will be subject to a certain degree of conditionality in areas ranging from corruption to
legal environment. The new institution will be established in a new international territory based within a speciﬁc country in
Subsaharan Africa and will emerge in 2015. In The Monfort Plan author Jaime Pozuelo-Monfort engineers and designs a solution to
lessen the burden of poverty. In order to do so he relies on the social sciences to bring about innovation and forward looking economic
policies and ﬁnancial instruments in the context of a paradigm shift. This book presents a multidisciplinary approach to policymaking
that combines a range of ﬁelds in the social sciences, looking at the history behind the Marshall Plan, the formation of the European
Union, and the Bretton Woods Institutions, in order to determine how a Marshall Plan for Africa-and the creation of New Institutions in
the developing world-could work. We live a moment of crisis in which creative policymaking might prove useful when proposing
outcomes for a revitalized framework for capitalism to thrive and better serve the world. Walks you through the technicalities of the
new architecture of capitalism in a straightforward manner Provides a holistic view of how microﬁnance combined with the right
economic policies and ﬁnancial instruments could help change the world for the poor Contains sweeping and detailed
recommendations on how to build a new capitalist paradigm that helps elevate the poor and improve the human condition
Incorporating commentary from some of the top minds in the ﬁeld of microﬁnance, this book puts the method of microﬁnance in
perspective.

The First Tycoon
The Epic Life of Cornelius Vanderbilt
Vintage A biography of the combative man whose genius and force of will created modern capitalism, documenting how Vanderbilt
helped launch the transportation revolution, propel the Gold Rush, reshape Manhattan, and invent the modern corporation.

My Odyssey
An Autobiography
New York : Praeger Nnamdi Azikiwe played a prominent role in the ﬁght for the emancipation of Black Africa from colonial rule.
During his secondary education, he was introduced to the writings of Marcus Garvey, the sermons of Dr. Kweygir Aggrey, and a
biography of President Garﬁeld. The messages of these men -- Garvey's call for the liberation of Africa from the colonial governments,
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Dr. Aggrey's hope for a social rebirth and a new spiritual outlook among and toward Africans, and President Garﬁeld's frontier spirit
and willpower in the face of poverty -- inspired Zik to pursue his university education in the United States in the hope that it would
prepare him for leadership of the Nigerian independence movement. A key ﬁgure among West African nationalists who envisaged a
united Ibo people, he was the ﬁrst and only President of independent Nigeria before the coup in 1966. This autobiography covers his
formative years up to 1947, when, at the age of forty-ﬁve, he entered politics as the President of the National Council of Nigeria and
the Cameroons, the majority party of the Eastern region.

Natural Resource Sovereignty and the Right to
Development in Africa
Routledge This book explores the nexus between natural resources ownership and the right to development in Africa. The right to
sovereignty over natural resources and the right to development are recognised and protected in an extensive framework of
international, regional and domestic instruments. They guarantee people's entitlement to fully and freely utilise their natural
resources as a means of subsistence and for economic, social and cultural development. Yet, despite the abundance of natural
resources in Africa a majority of the people on the continent remain largely impoverished. This book articulates the central argument
that to achieve the right to development in Africa requires appropriate governance of the continent’s natural resources to which the
people of Africa are guaranteed sovereign ownership. With case study illustrations from Zimbabwe, Ghana, Ethiopia and the
Democratic Republic of Congo, chapters explore the normative measures, speciﬁc guarantees and community entitlements to natural
resources for the realisation of the right to development. The book will be an invaluable guide to scholars and postgraduate students
of Natural Resources, Development and African studies as well as policymakers and practitioners in these areas.

African Economic Development
Evidence, Theory, and Policy
Oxford University Press "This book challenges conventional wisdoms about economic performance and possible policies for
economic development in African countries. Its starting point is the striking variation in African economic performance. Unevenness
and inequalities form a central fact of African economic experiences. The authors highlight not only diﬀerences between countries, but
also variations within countries, diﬀerences often organized around distinctions of gender, class, and ethnic identity. For example,
neo-natal mortality and school dropout have been reduced, particularly for some classes of women in some areas of Africa.
Horticultural and agribusiness exports have grown far more rapidly in some countries than in others. These variations (and many
others) point to opportunities for changing performance, reducing inequalities, learning from other policy experiences, and escaping
the ties of structure, and the legacies of a colonial past. The book rejects teleological illusions and Eurocentric prejudice, but it does
pay close attention to the results of policy in more industrialized parts of the world. Seeing the contradictions of capitalism for what
they are - fundamental and enduring - may help policy oﬃcials protect themselves against the misleading idea that development can
be expected to be a smooth, linear process, or that it would be were certain impediments suddenly removed. The authors criticize a
wide range of orthodox and heterodox economists, especially for their cavalier attitude to evidence. Drawing on their own decades of
research and policy experience, they combine careful use of available evidence from a range of African countries with political
economy insights (mainly derived from Kalecki, Kaldor and Hischman) to make the policy case for speciﬁc types of public sector
investment"--

The Poisonwood Bible
Faber & Faber 'Breathtaking.' Sunday Times 'Exquisite.' The Times 'Beautiful.' Independent 'Powerful.' New York Times An
international bestseller and a modern classic, this suspenseful epic of one family's tragic undoing and their remarkable reconstruction
has been read, adored and shared by millions around the world. This story is told by the wife and four daughters of Nathan Price, a
ﬁerce, evangelical Baptist who takes his family and mission to the Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them everything they
believe they will need from home, but soon ﬁnd that all of it - from garden seeds to Scripture - is calamitously transformed on African
soil. What readers are saying 'This remains one of the most fascinating books I have ever read.' 'I felt every emotion under the sky
with this book.' 'Riveting.' 'This novel left a lasting - YEARS LASTING - impression.' 'This is one of those booksthat stands the test of
time and is worth rereading.' 'Five epic, no-wonder-this-book-is-so-well-loved stars!'

The Media and the Rwanda Genocide
IDRC The news media played a crucial role in the 1994 Rwanda genocide. Local media fueled the killings, while international media
either ignored or seriously misunderstood what was happening. This is the ﬁrst book to explore both sides of the media equation.
Examining how local radio was used as a tool of hate, encouraging neighbors to turn against each other, the book also presents a
critique of international media coverage. Bringing together local reporters, high-proﬁle Western journalists, and leading media
theorists, this is the only book to identify the extent of the media's accountability. It also examines deliberations by the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda on the role of the media in the genocide. This book is a startling record of the negative inﬂuence that the
media can have. The authors put forward suggestions for the future, outlining how we can avoid censorship and propaganda and they
argue for a new responsibility in media reporting.
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Understanding Suicide and Its Prevention
A Neuropsychological Approach
Xlibris Corporation Finally, a book that explains suicide using the latest research in suicidology. A must-read for mental health
professionals and the survivors of suicide who want to understand why suicide happens. The material in this book should be
incorporated into the curriculum of psychology and psychiatry because suicide is such a vital topic that is hardly covered in medical
schools due to the lack of a coherent theory of the brain in general and suicide in particular. This is an important book for all
professionals who deal with mental disorders in general and suicide in particular. It is the author’s ﬁfth book where suicide is
explained, not as a mysterious process, but as a natural consequence of the reactions of the brain under certain conditions when
suﬀering mental disorders. The author begins with a brief summary of the statistics of the whos, the hows, and the wheres of suicide.
This gives us a clear idea of the magnitude of the problem of suicide, of the cost, not only in lives, but of the emotional toll of the
survivors, as well as the ﬁnancial burdens on society as a whole. Then, as an important ﬁrst step to understanding the medical
community’s standard approaches to mental disease, he reviews brieﬂy the current psychiatric terminology and the diagnostic tools
concerning mental disorders. He presents the most accepted current theories and models of suicide. He explains what a psychiatric
emergency is and what to expect if one ever encounters such a situation. And he explains how suicide risk assessment is currently
done, along with other important considerations. He proceeds to explain in everyday language, where possible, his theory of how the
brain works, beginning with a simple explanation of how neurons communicate with each other. Later he explains how the brain
controls the body and how we see with the back of our heads, how memory systems become a logical extension or expansion of our
sensory and motor systems. Awareness and attention are introduced, ﬁrst as an evolutionary tool that aids the senses gather more
information from the environment and, ultimately, as tools that aid in thinking, reasoning, and constructing our past, our lives, and our
identities. But all this would mean nothing without the introduction of emotions and how the brain constructs contexts. He explains
how emotions are an integral part of memories and how these are related to contexts, how, basically, the brain has created a very
concise and compact ﬁling memory system. A clear explanation of how emotions are triggered, regulated, and dissipated is next.
These lead to a learned discussion of how these various systems can go haywire causing mental disorders. A brief, but perhaps new
and revolutionary approach to these mental disorders is presented next, including Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Delirium,
Dementia, and Other Amnestic Disorders, Manic Depression and Depression, and Schizophrenia. Ultimately, it becomes clear how,
under certain conditions, these disorders can lead to suicide. The diﬀerence between attempters and completers is also explained. He
then presents a suicide autopsy as an exercise to show how varied the opinions of experts in the ﬁeld of suicidology are and compares
it to his own theories and lets the reader decide for himself who is closer to the truth. The fallacy of many expert opinions of where
research needs to go is presented. The book gives a few words of advice on various therapies and the rationality of their approaches
and cautions against their limitations. The book devotes a chapter to suicide prevention in the military and how these eﬀorts are
bound to fail and another chapter on suicide prevention. The author makes important suggestions of how to prevent suicide and
lessen suicide rates, particularly among the young. And lastly, a chapter is devoted to the speciﬁcs of grief for suicide survivors.
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